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A Talented Husband 
And Wife Design Team

Turn An Abandoned
Building Into A Delightful

Cottage On Forty Five
Acres In Healdsburg

TEXT BY KATHRYN LOOSLI PRITCHETT

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID DUNCAN LIVINGSTON
AND ADAM POSARD

Wine Country
Retreat

Wendy and Adam Posard got much 

more than they bargained for when they

went shopping for a Napa Valley retreat 

property. Their realtor took the designing

couple to see a few acres in Healdsburg

but a ramshackle building on an adjacent

property caught their eye and they asked

if that property was for sale…
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A tented “folly” sits
opposite the house
near the pool.
Smith & Hawken
outdoor sofas are
paired with a hay
bale coffee table.
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“The owner told us to make him an offer and
before you knew it we owned forty five acres and a dilap-
idated cottage,” says Wendy.

The Posards met as students in UC Berkeley’s
architecture program. Wendy has since worked prima-
rily as an interior architect and designer while Adam
handles the exterior architecture and landscaping. Since
buying the property they have spent ten years trans-
forming the house into a comfortable casual retreat with
a spectacular view of the Dry Creek Valley.

“The original cottage looked like a ‘Unabomber’
cabin,” says Wendy. “It was completely overgrown, a
motorcycle had crashed through the rotted floor and
there were dead raccoons in the open refrigerator.”

The Posards took to pitching a tent on the prop-
erty every weekend to work on reclaiming the land and
the house. In the process they discovered what could be
salvaged in the structure and what views to emphasize.

The shell of the house proved salvageable but
new windows and reclaimed elements like the large
barn doors on the front of the house were added.
Trees were cleared and eventually the hillside was
sculpted to expose the dramatic valley view. In time
Adam was able to plant four thousand lavender plants
on an adjacent hillside.

“Wild boar had roto-tilled the land for us,” says
Wendy. “We learned to coexist with them as well as the
wild turkeys, quail and even rattlesnakes. We also
learned that you don’t try to tame nature.”

The first floor of the home houses Wendy’s
painting studio as well as Adam’s prize Kawasaki Mule—
a small utility vehicle he uses to harvest the lavender.
Upstairs a charming living room is lined with wall-to-
wall sea grass flooring for durability and ease of mainte-
nance—essential now that their two-and-a-half year old
son Nathan has joined the couple’s two Labradors. 

UPPER RIGHT Adam’s collection of antique 
corkscrews in the great room. Wendy’s collection 

of antique baskets line the kitchen shelves. 
RIGHT The Posards enthusiasm for collecting practical

household objects is evident throughout the house.
OPPOSITE The living room combines easy care 

contemporary furniture with vintage accessories.
Several favorites from Wendy’s collection of vintage

cookbooks rest on a vibrant striped slipcover. 
Woven beehives pop up throughout the home. 
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The walls are painted a warm yellow/white
(Benjamin Moore’s “Snowball”) to showcase some of the
couple’s art collection including plein air paintings from
Adam’s father Cole Posard. The Crate & Barrel sofas sport
simple white slipcovers with colorful pillows covered in
Clarence House fabric. Antique tables mix with accessories
gathered on Wendy’s frequent foraging trips to France.

The cozy kitchen is outfitted with Ikea cabinets
and shelving filled with Wendy’s basket collection, while
a farm table from Sonoma County Antiques has been
modified to accommodate the kitchen sink. Pottery
Barn garden chairs surround a distressed wood table
that sits on inexpensive slate pavers from Home Depot.

Out the door by the lap pool, the couple arranged
fifty hay bales to create an expansive, but inexpensive,
seating area. Covered with assorted blankets and pillows,
the whimsical DIY sectional pairs nicely with more upscale
outdoor furnishings like a Holly Hunt double lounge chair.

“We really did so much of this on a shoestring,” says
Wendy. “But then there are fine antiques and beautiful
designer furnishings mixed in—nothing’s too precious,
but we’ve filled the place with things we love.” CH

“We learned to
coexist with them
{wild boar} as well 
as the wild turkeys,

quail and even 
rattlesnakes. We 
also learned that 
you don’t try to 

tame nature.”
—Wendy Posard

UPPER RIGHT Barn doors discovered at Omega
Salvage in Berkeley were hung at the front entrance to

the house. Old watering cans, a horse trough planter
and vintage French shoe racks welcome guests. 

RIGHT Zinc containers found in the south of France
display homegrown lavender. OPPOSITE Four thousand

lavender plants produce plenty of blooms to harvest.
Adam prefers to use the Kawasaki Mule while Wendy
clips bundles for their home. The beautiful Dry Creek
Valley can be seen from a poolside perch on a Holly

Hunt double lounge, Sutherland chairs upholstered in
fabric from Shears & Window, or a hay bale sofa.
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